Redwood Giants

The redwood forests are only found near the coast where they get moisture from the fog in the summer. Here are some animals you might find in the redwood forest. Color them!

On the back of this page, name other forest animals and draw a forest showing the animals’ homes.
Redwood Giants

Many animals live in the redwood forests. *Name four animals that depend upon the forest for their home.*

*Do they live in the Canopy, the Understory or on the Forest Floor?*

1. Animal: __________________________
   
   Lives in the:  CANOPY    UNDERSTORY    FOREST FLOOR

2. Animal: __________________________
   
   Lives in the:  CANOPY    UNDERSTORY    FOREST FLOOR

3. Animal: __________________________
   
   Lives in the:  CANOPY    UNDERSTORY    FOREST FLOOR

4. Animal: __________________________
   
   Lives in the:  CANOPY    UNDERSTORY    FOREST FLOOR

*Draw a redwood forest.*

*Include the four animals above and where they live in the forest.*